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Abstract
In this paper, we will present a new approach of using
link information to improve the accuracy and efficiency of
Web Classification. However, different from others, we only
use the mappings between linked documents and their own
class or classes. In this case, we only need to add a few
features called linked-class features into the datasets. We
apply SVM and BoosTexter for classification.
We show that the classification accuracy can be im-
proved based on mixtures of ordinary word features and
out-linked-class features. We analyze and discuss the rea-
son of this improvement.
1. Introduction
With the rapid development of World Wide Web
(WWW), extremely huge amount of information is now on-
line and accessible by users. Automated classification on
Web pages became more and more important and critical.
In this paper, therefore, we will focus the text classification
problems only on Web pages. This is also known as Web
Classification.
Web pages are basically hypertext documents. These
documents contain not only text (words) but also other con-
tents, such as tags. In this paper, we will only focus on the
useful information which is provided by the anchor tag, i.e.
hyperlinks. Because of this special property of hypertext
documents, Web pages can provide much richer informa-
tion to text classifiers for classification.
Most researchers have used the text components of Web
pages as the primary information for Web Classification.
Other non-text components, such as meta-data or anchor-
words, have been used to improve the accuracy of text clas-
sification results [1, 2, 8, 17]. The classification techniques
[12], therefore, have been widely and successfully adopted
and extended for Web Classification. There are many ef-
forts have been done based on WebKB which is commonly
used for Web Classification experiments [2, 6]. Study in
[2, 13] showed that SVM based classification method pro-
duced better results than others.
2. Motivation
Web Classification has focused on text content of both
target document and/or linked documents. The target doc-
ument here means the document which is going to be clas-
sified. It is understandable that people are concentrating on
text components of Web pages much more than the topolog-
ical structure information which most Web pages provide
naturally. Although some of them might consider the use
of links or neighboring documents, they mainly concerned
the text content of those linked documents. This kind of
approach needs a huge amount of effort to extract all the
text and special features of neighboring Web pages. The
drawbacks of most of the current Web Classification meth-
ods are: 1) it needs a lot of extra storage space; 2) more
computational power may be needed to cope with the much
larger dimensions; 3) existing classification methods might
need to be modified to satisfy the new requirements.
In this paper, we propose an approach which can im-
prove theWeb Classification accuracy without adding much
effort, such as altering the existing classifiers or creating
much larger databases for storing the external Web page in-
formation. Different from others, we only use the mappings
between linked documents and their own class or classes.
We call this kind of information linked-class. In this case,
we only need to add a few features called linked-class fea-
tures into datasets and apply different classification methods
to them as usual.
Our approach for the use of link information for classi-
fying Web pages was motivated by the following observa-
tions:
• Most Web pages usually contain URLs of Web pages
(out-links) and are linked from external (in-links).
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• People usually intend to link their Web pages to other
Web pages that share similar or even the same topics,
so these linked Web pages are likely in one or more
common classes.
• All Web pages in a training dataset are assigned to one
or more classes. We know the mappings between doc-
uments and classes. These pre-classified documents
may be connected by a new document which needs to
be classified. Therefore, we know about what kind of
class or classes the target document is being liked or is
linking to.
We can take advantage of linked-class information. By
involving this information, Web Classification accuracy
may be improved.
3. Dataset Preparation
3.1. Data Retrieval
In this work, we use the datasets generated from the in-
tranet of the University of Ballarat. Using this allows us to
have a dataset which has a relatively complete topological
structure amongst the Web pages. Because we are trying to
use the link information that exists in hypertext documents,
only those hypertext documents within the university’s in-
tranet will be retrieved and stored.
3.2. Pre-processing
We randomly selected 2000 documents from the entire
collection of 214,253 Web pages. Words in every docu-
ment were extracted with the corresponding frequency. Af-
ter stop-words removal [5, 15] and stemming [9], we have
4720 unique words left in our datasets. The links among
these Web pages were also extracted. In this process, we
only extract those inter-connected links among the 2000
Web pages.
These 2000 Web pages are manually assigned to 11 pre-
defined classes accordingly. They are Services, Resources,
Help, Policies, Plans, Announcement, Research, Teaching
& Learning, Personnel, Finance and Advertisements.
3.2.1 Document Indexing
The Vector Space Model (VSM) [10] has been widely used
in traditional text classification. In VSM, a document dj is
usually represented by a vector of feature weights
dj =
[
w1,j , w2,j , . . . , w|F|,j
]
,
where |F| is the total number of features appear in the entire
document collection, and 0 ≤ wi,j ≤ 1. wi,j is the weight
of word i in document j. Hence, if wi,j > 0, it means that
word i exists in document j. For a set of features F , there
must be at least one feature i which has weight wi,j > 0 in
document j. Assembling feature vectors of all documents
produces a documents matrixW . The matrix is usually very
sparse and the dimension ofW could be very large.
There are four different ways to calculate weights for
features, namely Binary Weights, Term Frequency (TF), In-
verse Document Frequency (IDF) and TFIDF. We choose
TFIDF [3] as the weighting system in this work. To limit
a TFIDF value within the interval of 0 and 1, the value is
usually normalized by cosine normalization [3],
3.2.2 Representing Link Information
Our approach is different from other Web Classification
methods because we make use of linked-class information
that exists in the topological structure of hypertext docu-
ments. In this case, therefore, we have to find a way to rep-
resent the link information in a document to make it ready
for use.
As we mentioned earlier, every document is assigned to
at least one class. Connected documents belong to some
classes. These classes are called the linked-class. We count
the number of neighboring documents, which belong to a
particular linked-class, of a target document. The number is
the frequency of the corresponding linked-class for the tar-
get document. The frequency of linked-class acts the same
as TF.
• In-linked classes: Documents from outside point to
the local document. We count the number of times a
linked-class is used by in-linked documents.
• Out-linked classes: External documents are pointed
by the local document. We count the number of out-
linked documents that belong to each of these linked-
classes.
• Combined-linked classes: Add in-linked classes with
corresponding out-linked classes together. It means
that, we still have 11 linked-class features in the
datasets, but the values of each linked-class features
are the sum of both in- and out-linked classes.
After that, we apply TFIDF weighting procedure onto
the datasets to calculate weights for both ordinary features
and the linked-class features.
3.3. Generation of Datasets with Link In-
formation
In this paper, we are concerned with 3 different cases
regarding the use of link information. They are in-linked-
classes, out-linked-classes and combined-linked-classes.
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Based on the original datasets that only contain the ordinary
features, denoted as D, we put 11 extra linked-class features
in to form new datasets. These extra 11 features represent
the linked-classes information, the weights of each of them
in different documents. We then name the new generated
datasets DIn, DOut and DCom respectively.
For a given document d, we denote its class information
by
c(d) =
[
(c1(d), c2(d), . . . , c|C|(d)
]
where ck(d) = 1 if document d belongs to class k; ck(d) =
0, otherwise.
For DIn, consider a document d and assume that,
{d˜j}|Nin|j=1 denotes the set of in-linked documents of d and
|Nin| is the number of in-linked documents of d. The in-
linked-class information of document dj is
c(dj) =
[
c1(d˜j), c2(d˜j), . . . , c|C|(d˜j)
]
,
where ck(d˜j) = 1 if document dj belongs to class k, other-
wise ck(d˜j) = 0.
For this in-linked-class information, we consider a vector
in(d) =
[
in1(d), in2(d), . . . , in|C|(d)
]
where
ink(d) =
|Nin|∑
j=1
ck(d˜j), k = 1, . . . , |C|. (1)
The value of ink(d) is the frequency of linked-class fea-
ture k in document d. In other words, this value can be
considered the same as the TF value of linked-class feature
k. As we mentioned, we use TFIDF to weight each of the
words in a document. After we calculate the TF values of
linked-class features, IDF, another basic element of TFIDF
is obtained by using the following methods.
For IDF values of the linked-class features in a document
d, we consider a vector
in(idf) =
[
in(idf)1, in(idf)2, . . . , in(idf)|C|
]
where
in(idf)k =
|N |∑
j=1
ak(dj), k = 1, . . . , |C|, (2)
and
ak(dj) =
 1 if ink(dj) > 0;0 otherwise.
After we calculated both TF and IDF values, we obtain
TFIDF value of every feature in different documents by us-
ing
ilck(dj) =
ink(dj)
in(idf)k
, (3)
and then normalize them.
Each document d, therefore, will be represented by a
vector of features
d =
[
w1(d), . . . , w|F|(d), ilc1(d), . . . , ilc|C|(d)
]
,
where wi represents the weight (TFIDF value) of ordinary
word i in document d.
By putting all the documents together, we obtain a
dataset DIn which contains both ordinary features and in-
linked-class features for every document. To generate DOut
and DCom we will apply the similar procedure. Moreover,
for DCom, the in-linked and out-linked classes frequencies
will be summed together, but the number of linked-class
features should remain no change. Therefore, instead of
having (1), we should have (4).
iok(d) =
|Nio|∑
j=1
ck(dj) =
|Nin|∑
j=1
ck(d˜j) +
|Nout|∑
j=1
ck(
˜˜
dj),
k = 1, . . . , |C|. (4)
3.4. Selecting Features Based on IG
Text datasets usually have large number of features. The
dimensionality reduction, i.e. feature selection, is a neces-
sary procedure in Text Classification. In this work, features
were selected based on the Information Gain [16] values of
every feature in different datasets. To achieve this, both or-
dinary and linked-class features, need to be ranked based
on their IGs in different datasets. A list of the ranks of each
linked-class features is given in Table 1.
Based on the rank of each feature, we generate sub-
datasets of D, DIn, DOut and DCom that contain varying
numbers of features from 100 to 1000 respectively by se-
lecting the corresponding highest ranked features. This al-
lows us to have more datasets for testing. Meanwhile, the
number of linked-class features involved could vary. This
gives us the chance to see how those linked-class features
can affect the classification results.
Considering the 100-feature set, according to the ranks,
DIn, DOut and DCom contain 93 ordinary features and 7
linked-class features. For example, in Din, linked-class fea-
ture 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 9 and 10 will be selected into 100-feature
set. This means that the 7 “least informative” ordinary fea-
tures (i.e. the last 7 features in the 100-feature sub-datasets
of D) will be pruned and be replaced with the 7 linked-class
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DIn DOut DCom
Linked-Class 1 23 13 19
Linked-Class 2 62 62 62
Linked-Class 3 67 73 69
Linked-Class 4 12 12 16
Linked-Class 5 53 50 53
Linked-Class 6 168 101 103
Linked-Class 7 259 430 296
Linked-Class 8 368 111 111
Linked-Class 9 9 9 9
Linked-Class 10 80 75 67
Linked-Class 11 264 170 175
Table 1. IG ranks for each of the linked-class
features in DIn, DOut and DCom.
features. The ranking show that all linked-class features are
informative if compared with the totally 4720 ordinary fea-
tures.
4. Experiments Settings
4.1. Folding
In the numerical experiments, we will use 4-fold cross-
validation. We note one fact which is related to linked-class
features. That is, because all test sets are supposed to be
unknown, we have to eliminate all links connected to the
documents in test sets and keep only links connected to the
training examples.
4.2. Classifiers
As mentioned, SVM is one of the most commonly used
algorithms in Text Classification [14, 13]. In the experi-
ments of ours, we use SVMlight [7] as it provides high per-
formance in many applications. We also applied BoosTex-
ter [11], another well-known and widely used algorithm, on
our datasets.
4.3. Evaluation
In this paper, we will use the Average Precision mea-
sure considered in [11]. Note that, this measure allows us
to achieve more complete evaluation in multi-label classifi-
cation problems.
Because the text components have been considered as
the primary information for Web pages, the simplest ap-
proach, also known as the Text Only approach, which is
to use only text features in Web Classification [4], has been
implemented widely. This approach can supply a baseline
of classification performance for other methods that con-
sider also other non-text components. For this reason, we
applied the two classifiers to the dataset D and then mea-
sure the results to set our baseline.
5. Results and Analysis
The SVM based text classification results for all datasets
in our work are listed in Table 2 and 3 (both training and test
phases). In the following tables, F100 and F200 indicate the
numbers of features in the corresponding datasets are 100
and 200 respectively, and so on.
D DIn DOut DCom
F100 82.24 82.23 82.69 82.47
F200 82.84 86.06 86.49 86.10
F300 87.73 87.54 87.85 87.58
F400 88.77 88.76 89.20 88.81
F500 90.01 89.88 90.31 89.78
F600 90.95 90.77 91.17 90.69
F700 91.58 91.39 91.85 91.37
F800 92.12 91.93 92.22 91.91
F900 92.14 92.10 92.48 92.12
F1000 92.17 92.20 92.50 92.21
Table 2. Results obtained by SVM for training
sets.
D DIn DOut DCom
F100 76.53 76.58 76.62 76.55
F200 77.74 77.84 78.35 77.94
F300 79.10 78.16 79.21 78.35
F400 79.55 78.87 79.91 78.88
F500 79.67 78.83 79.88 79.15
F600 79.41 78.77 79.89 79.10
F700 79.69 79.18 79.88 79.21
F800 80.23 79.58 80.25 79.65
F900 80.15 79.75 80.61 80.10
F1000 80.42 79.70 80.76 81.80
Table 3. Results obtained by SVM for test
sets.
We put bold numbers when an average accuracy is the
best. By observing the tables, therefore, we simply found
that, for both training and test phases, DOut provides the
best results for most cases; DCom and DIn provide no better
results than DOut and sometimes the results are not as good
as the results from original datasets D. To make it clearer,
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we also generated the overall average accuracy for each of
the data types. It is shown in Table 4.
D DIn DOut DCom
Training 89.06 89.29 89.68 89.30
Test 79.25 78.72 79.54 79.07
Table 4. Overall Results obtained by SVM.
The results from BoosTexter are shown in Tables 5 and
6. BoosTexter at the beginning, however, did not work with
the datasets as well as SVM did. From the BoosTexter re-
sults, we can notice that, out-linked-class features worked
very well in the training phase for all experiments. In the
test phase, when the size of the feature set equals 100 or
200 and some others 600, 800, the out-linked-class features
produced better results. This simply means that out-linked-
class features can improve the performance of BoosTexter.
D DIn DOut DCom
F100 88.08 87.97 88.59 88.04
F200 93.87 94.06 94.15 94.26
F300 96.61 96.99 97.20 97.04
F400 97.25 96.46 97.60 97.60
F500 97.50 97.83 97.94 97.83
F600 97.73 97.97 98.02 97.98
F700 97.83 98.04 98.21 98.05
F800 97.90 98.40 98.28 98.21
F900 97.94 98.26 98.33 98.20
F1000 98.22 98.23 98.30 98.33
Table 5. Results obtained by BoosTexter for
training sets.
D DIn DOut DCom
F100 78.78 79.22 79.64 78.75
F200 80.19 79.71 80.24 79.69
F300 81.17 79.40 80.62 79.92
F400 81.86 80.45 81.66 79.75
F500 81.23 80.31 81.11 79.30
F600 80.84 80.00 81.46 80.17
F700 81.33 80.70 80.60 80.79
F800 81.09 80.28 81.22 79.58
F900 81.83 80.21 81.13 79.90
F1000 81.10 80.03 80.64 80.77
Table 6. Results obtained by BoosTexter for
test sets
Looking at Table 6, for example, DOut that contains 200
features obtained better accuracy than original dataset D.
This means that out-linked-class features are informative
and improved BoosTexter’s accuracy. According to Table
1, in 200-feature sets, 10 out of 11 out-linked-class features
have been selected into the datasets, these out-linked-class
features show no change until 500-feature sets. In the 300-
and 400-feature sets’ cases, BoosTexter did not work as well
as it did with the 100- or 200-feature sets. This however
would not be expected to happen, unless some of the newly
added-in features are NOT informative. These features are
ordinary features, rather than out-linked-class features.
With the above analysis in mind, we decided to imple-
ment another set of experiments to test our analysis. We no-
tice that the out-linked-class features in the 200- feature sets
are the same as those in the 300- and 400-feature sets. The
difference between those datasets is that we newly added
some ordinary features into the datasets. Because no linked-
class features were changed, this means that the newly
added ordinary features had some possible side effect on
the results. Therefore, we believe that the ten excluded (by
200-feature sets) ordinary features, namely sub-set A, may
be less informative than the ten ordinary features, namely
sub-set B, which were excluded by 300-feature sets. We
then replaced the sub-set A with sub-set B. In other words,
we replaced less informative features with potentially more
informative features. We applied BoosTexter on the new
datasets (300 features). We present the results in Table 7.
D DOut (A) DOut (B)
Training 96.61 97.20 97.12
Test 81.17 80.62 81.69
Table 7. Results from BoosTexter for 300-
feature DOut with sub-set A in it and with
sub-set A replaced by B.
As you can easily discover, when BoosTexter worked
with DOut which contains sub-set B instead of sub-set A,
we obtained the best average precision out of other datasets.
Our approach in the new implementation worked again.
Regarding to this issue, we note that IG measure is not
a perfect method for choosing the “most” informative fea-
tures. In other words, the rankings shown in Table 1 does
not necessarily mean that, higher ranked features are more
informative than lower ranked ones.
From observing the results that we obtained by using
both SVM and BoosTexter algorithms, DOut obtains the
best average accuracy in these 4 different types of datasets.
This raised another question: Why does DOut gets the best
results? To know the reason we must analyze the creation
and use of out-links.
In-links are the links that point into a Web page from
outside; reversely, out-links are the links point out to other
Web pages in WWW networks. Therefore, the out-links are
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more controllable by a Web designers, but the in-links are
different. This means that the purpose of an out-link is more
specific than an in-link. When a Web designer points the
target document to some other documents, this means that
the topic or content of the base document is related or close
to the out-linked documents. Therefore, the possibility that
they belong to the same classes is higher. However, in-links
can come from all kinds of sources, it is unpredictable. Al-
though the in-linked documents may share some common
topics as the local document, how much they are similar to
each other is unsure.
One may think that an in-link must correspond to an out-
link, so the in-links and out-links should give the same ef-
fects. However, this is not true. For example, look at the in-
ternal home page of the University of Ballarat, it out-links
to so many other Web pages in various topics. It seems
that the out-links should produce worse result. Yes, that
is true. However, this is only for some particular kinds of
Web pages and the number of such documents is tiny com-
pared with the number of all Web pages in a network. A
few wrong classification would make no big difference to
classifications accuracy. Now, we think about this problem
from those out-linked pages of the internal home page. We
will see that the internal page adds 1 to every linked-class
(which it belongs to) feature for its out-linked Web pages,
so one document affects many other documents among the
entire data collection. It is obvious that the bad effect from
in-links on each of the documents is more likely greater than
out-links. On the other hand, out-links from those docu-
ments may not point back to the internal home page at all.
Therefore, out-linked-class information should be more ac-
curate.
Thus, when we added those out-linked-class features
into the datasets, we added some more informative features
than most of the ordinary features existing in the datasets;
when we added other types of linked-class features in, the
situation is uncertain. According to the above analysis,
DOut should get better results than others.
6. Conclusion
In this paper, we showed a simpler way to make use
of link information to aid the Web Classification proce-
dure. Unlike most other Web Classification approaches, our
method does not use the text component of linked docu-
ments. Our approach is to use the mappings between linked
document classes to give positive effects on Wext Clas-
sification. It is more effective in term of average preci-
sion. With this approach, we showed that using out-linked-
class features improves the classification accuracy. Mean-
while, out-linked-class features outperformed other types of
linked-class features that we considered in this paper, in-
linked and combined-linked.
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